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Calculators do not usually have sampling capabilities, but can be readily augmented by the 
addition of small programs designed for that purpose. The two programs* provided here, 
reproduced with permission, were published in: 
 

Kissane, B. & Kemp, M. (2006). Mathematics with a graphics calculator: CASIO  
fx-9860G AU. Mirrabooka, WA: Mathematical Association of Western Australia.  
(pp 122-123) 

 
This publication is no longer available, but substantial parts of it have been redeveloped into 
a publication that can be freely downloaded from CASIO’s Worldwide Education Website: 
 

Kissane, B. & Kemp, M. (2014) Learning Mathematics with Graphics Calculators. 
Tokyo, Japan: CASIO. 

 
Downloadable from: http://edu.casio.com/education/activity/  
 
The program Sransamp takes a random sample of a certain size from a population stored in 
List 1 of the calculator. The program needs to be entered into the program area of the 
calculator, if it is not already there. 
!
SRANSAMP    Sransamp		is	the	program	name!
"Sample size"?→N   Inputs	the	sample	size,	N	  
Seq(0,X,1,N,1)→List 6  Prepares	List	6	for	the	sample 
Dim List 1→M   M	is	the	population	size	(population	is	in	List	1) 
For 1→K To N    Loop	to	select	sample	elements 
List 1[Int (MRan#+1)]→List 6[K]  Store	a	data	point	in	the	sample 
Next      End	of	sampling	loop 
"Sample mean"   Prints	"Sample	mean" 
Mean(List 6)    Prints	mean	of	sample	(in	List	6) 
	
Before starting the program, you need to enter the population of interest into List 1. The 
random sample itself will be stored in List 6, destroying any data already there. 
	
Much can be learned about sampling by studying the effects of taking many samples. 
Although you can do this one sample at a time using Sransamp, it may be convenient to use a 
different calculator program to repeat the process many times. The set of results obtained is 
called a sampling distribution. (Theoretical sampling distributions are very important, but 
note that this process produces an empirical sampling distribution, intended to help 
understand the concept.)  The following program Sampdist can be used to obtain a sampling 
distribution of a certain size. 
 
	



SAMPDIST    Sampdist		is		the	program	name 
"Population in List 1"  Reminds	you	that	the	population	is	in	List	1 
Dim (List 1)→D   Finds	the	population	size,	D 
"Sample size"?→N   Inputs	the	sample	size,	N 
"No. of samples"?→S  Inputs	the	number	of	samples,	S 
Seq(0,X,1,N,1)→List 2  Prepares	List	2	to	receive	a	sample	of	size	N 
Seq(0,X,1,S,1)→List 3  Prepares	List	3	to	receive	S	sample	means 
For 1→J To S   Start	of	sample	mean	loop 
For 1→K To N    Start	of	loop	for	one	sample 
Int (DRan#+1)→X   	 	 Chooses	a	population	element 
List 1[X]→List 2[K]   	 	 Stores	the	chosen	element	in	the	sample 
Next     	 End	of	loop	for	a	sample 
Mean(List 2)→List 3[J]  	 Stores	sample	mean	into	the	list	of	sample	means 
Next     End	of	sample	mean	loop 
	
As with Sransamp, before you run program Sampdist, you need to first store the population in 
List 1. Then start the program, and specify both the sample size and the number of samples. 
The program takes a fair while to run, when it involves a lot of sampling. 
 
Empirical distributions of sample means are likely to have similar shapes, provided samples 
are of a reasonable size and sufficient samples are drawn: roughly symmetrical distributions 
that are peaked in the middle and tapering off to each side. This shape, in its ideal form, is of 
enormous importance to inferential statistics. It occurs frequently when random sampling is 
involved, as in this case. In fact, such sampling distributions are approximation to the 
theoretical normal distribution. 
	
 
*If you are not using a CASIO fx-9860G series calculator, suitable adaptations of these 
programs will be needed, of course. 


